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Application note | Line Displacement

Line Displacement
INLINE FUEL QUALITY CONTROL
Often, (long) pipelines are used for transferring different fuels from 
one location to the other. In case a fuels switch is foreseen, the 
receiving party needs to carefully monitor the liquid.  



  

1.  Application

Regular process control sometimes requires real-time and continuous monitoring of fuels 
passing through. Often, (long) pipelines are used for transferring different fuel from one 
location to the other. In case a fuels switch is foreseen, the receiving party needs to carefully 
monitor the liquid. See figure 
on the right, where fuel A 
is injected into the pipeline 
followed by fuel B sometime 
later. The idea is to switch 
as soon as possible from the 
receiving tank with fuel A to 
a tank with fuel B.

As a different type of liquid is identified, this liquid needs to be diverted to a slop tank to 
avoid mixing old and new liquids into one tank. As soon as a the new liquid is suffiently 
pure, the transfer can be loaded into the new tank. The faster and more accurate liquid 
measurement is carried out, the lesser the contaminated liquid will be diverted to a slop tank.

Q\Platform is an inline monitoring system that measures the quality of fuel during storage 
and transhipment. The platform is suitable for all conventtial fuels. It classifies the passing 
products and detects contamination with another product or water. 

2.  Used Technology

Some common methods are used today to detect a product change in a pipeline: 

› Density sensors: those sensors can detect a change in product but cannot classify the 
ddproduct: e.g. Jet and Diesel can have a similar density but are completely different fuels 
ddthat should not be mixed. 
› Refractive Index (RI) sensors: can detect a change but cannot classify a liquid 
› Colour analysis: works reliably for dyed fuels (fuels with added pigments) but does not   
ddgive additional information. 

Q\Platform uses NIR spectroscopy, providing significant information about the product itself 
and classify it to various grades of o.a. gasoline, diesel, jet-fuel or FAME, and the levels 
of contamination. The visualisation of the interface will reduce time and minimize product 
degradation during transfers. 

3.  Key Benefits Q\platform

› Continuous analysis of the fuel
› Real-time reporting via a stand-alone dashboard or integration in DCS
› Immediate intervention possible
› Non-invasive and scalable
› No need for calibration
› ATEX-certified and IECEx-approved


